THRIVE Evolve
Monthly cost of £197 plus VAT*
Give multiple members of your team the chance to maximise their networking opportunities with
our flexible corporate offer. It’s perfect for bigger businesses to nominate members of your
company who can take advantage of the typical Thrive membership by sharing the group spot. Your
company will also get a host of extra benefits, all designed to position you as professionals at the top
of your game and to amplify your marketing messages across our community and beyond.
Evolve Package & Benefits
Initial workshop for your staff, at your premises. We train your team all about effective networking,
giving them the tools to do the job and making them feel more confident. We have numerous
examples of taking inexperienced networkers, typically very nervous at the outset, and transforming
them into highly effective, confident advocates of your business.
A Thrive networking plan for the team and individuals, identifying the key contacts they would like
to be introduced to and potential collaborative partners.
Quarterly review workshop to ensure we stay on track
Initial 121 meetings with each individual member
Opportunity to present Mastermind workshops to other Thrive members, demonstrating your
expertise to as wide an audience as possible
Dedicated speaker slots throughout the year
Professionally written blog, being a rich piece of content written by an experienced journalist who
will capture the key points in an illuminating and informative feature. We will share this across our
social channels and is available to you as well.
Monthly invitation to Thrive Connect, a fast-paced opportunity to network with the wider Thrive
community and invited guests.
* Access to all these great benefits for a monthly cost of £197 plus VAT with a six-month minimum
term.
Or
A discount of 15.3% for an annual plan of £2,002 plus VAT.
Evolve Application with Terms and Conditions
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